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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
It's good to see the library bustling with students
once again! This academic year started with students
returning to on-campus life and to the library. The
Omicron variant led to a few weeks of limited seating
during the beginning of spring semester, but by
mid-January we were once more in the swing of
things. And in May 2022 we were excited to reopen
to the public, especially our neighborhood and
alumni community.
We continue to fine-tune adaptations to our services
and spaces that were made during the pandemic, in
order to meet evolving student needs. Flexible technology access has been a goal of the library for some
time, but this goal has taken on increased urgency.
Students need to meet online, interview online, and
attend appointments online, which requires access
to technology and private spaces. Librarians teach
students to evaluate information and to use our
library resources, and this instruction can now also be
done online, as a supplement to in-class instruction.
Even as we expand online support and resources,
we continue to develop our print collection and rare
materials, which enrich research and scholarship
opportunities for students, staff, and faculty.
As our services and collections change, so do the
people we serve. The UP community is ever more
diverse, and the library is dedicated to valuing and
supporting this diversity. We extended our equity
and inclusion work in new ways this year, by finalizing our inclusive hiring practices, by outreach to
local high schools to help underrepresented students

learn about academic libraries, and by investigating
how to make our space and services more accessible
to students of diverse abilities. Our learning process
is ongoing so that we may remain a welcoming
space and a vibrant hub of academic support for
our community.
Thank you for supporting the Clark Library! And come
visit - our library doesn’t just welcome UP students,
staff, and faculty, but alumni and friends as well. We
are looking forward to the coming year and we invite
you to share it with us.

Xan Arch
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Becoming a More Inclusive Library
We’ve spent these past two years
forging a path toward more
diverse, equitable, and inclusive
services and spaces at the Clark
Library. Of course, there is always
more work to be done! Here are a
few of this year’s milestones.
In July 2021, we formed a new
Accessibility Task Force to evaluate our physical and online
spaces, services, and resources
through lenses of disability
justice and inclusion. The task
force has offered training opportunities for our staff, and is
currently working on enhancing
accessibility information on
the library website as well as
planning a survey to guide
improvements for library users
with disabilities.
As part of this year's accessibility
efforts, the Clark Library now
has an all-user restroom on the
lower floor. This restroom is an
accessible space for people of all
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genders and abilities. We wanted
to send a clear message – all
are welcome here!
The library has been putting its
new equitable hiring guidelines
into practice when filling staff
and faculty positions, and there
is interest in extending this
to our student hiring as well.
Additionally, five library staff
Visit searchadvocate.
oregonstate.edu to
learn more about search
advocate training.
and faculty members have been
trained as search advocates,
an advisor role that helps mitigate bias in the search process.
This training will prepare them
to assist with equitable hiring
across the University.
For the first time, our Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion
Committee included student

“It is so important to be
intentional about what
you say, especially in a
customer service facing
position...we as individuals need to be deliberate in the way that
we navigate [conversations] with patrons and
our coworkers.”
— Library Student Worker
members. This is a natural
progression towards becoming a
more inclusive library – bringing
in the voices of the people we
serve. With the help of these
students, we piloted professional development for all library
student workers on microaggressions. Understanding that
these common, sometimes
casual remarks can be harmful
to others helps our students
grow as library employees and as
members of the UP community.

Amplifying Our Impact
This year, all departments within the library have
found new ways to positively impact our community.
For many years we have had designated librarian liaisons who serve as a resource for each of the academic
departments and schools. To amplify our engagement,
we are trying the same model to liaise with other
student support units and groups on campus, such
as Campus Ministry, First Generation Students, and
Residence Life. These liaison relationships provide a
chance to share updates or reminders about library
services and resources, and for us to learn about our
community’s needs.
Affordable course materials are a growing need for
college students. One solution is to shift to open
educational resources (OER) which are free or low
cost, and the library has begun investigating how
to support faculty in
the shift to open course
Visit libguides.up.edu/
oer to learn more about materials. This spring, the
library hosted a workshop
OERs available to the
for faculty to raise awareUniversity community.
ness about OER, and
created an online guide to
more resources on the topic. With the support of the
Provost and other academic units, the library initiated
a stipend program for UP faculty to review open textbooks in their field. As faculty adopt OER in place of
expensive textbooks for their courses, this moves the
University towards options that will support students
regardless of their financial circumstances.
Clark Library faculty and staff are also dedicated to
growing as scholars and instructors; recent professional development opportunities have included
discussions about social justice in libraries and
inclusive instructional design. This year, the library’s
teaching librarians and the Digital Lab Coordinator
have also been integrating accessibility principles into
their online guides and video tutorials, to better serve
students of diverse abilities and learning styles.
Our Archives team teaches our community in other
ways, bringing the history of the University to life
through the fascinating photos and historical items
found in our Archives and Museum. We are excited
to introduce PortLog, the culmination of dedicated
efforts this year to improve the navigation and struc-

A view from the Bluff, 1950

ture for the popular University Museum blog. Entries
from the blog also provided inspiration for a short
piece in a national museum archives journal, linking
student newspaper coverage of past major events
like the Kennedy assassination to today’s pandemic
Visit sites.up.edu/
crisis. As our Archivist, Fr.
museum to learn
Jeff Schneibel, wrote, “Our
more about our
predecessors’ witness and
University's history.
advice remind us today of
the powerful inheritance of
adaptability and purpose we might rely on to chart
our actions and responses, meeting the current challenge of the global and local pandemic.”
Finally, our Statement of Ethics and our commitment
to data privacy led us to develop a public Privacy Statement this year that clearly explains what type of data
is collected by the library and the steps we take to
maintain patron confidentiality. Our interconnected,
online world continues to raise questions around the
collection of personal data, and library services and
systems are part of this discussion. As technology and
services evolve, we are committed to helping library
users understand how we handle their data.
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Listening to Our
Community
In March, we conducted an all-campus survey to
learn more about our community’s satisfaction with
library services and spaces. We survey the UP community every three years to find out how we are doing
and where we can improve. The 329 undergraduate
responses revealed that overall satisfaction with the
library is high.
While we are pleased to hear feedback affirming our
ongoing efforts to make the library a welcoming and
supportive space, undergraduates also pointed out

96%

of undergraduates
felt that the library is
an important part of
the UP experience

a few notable areas of improvement. Chief among
these was the library website. Students mentioned
difficulty navigating the website and finding the
resources they need. Other areas of improvement
reflect COVID-era restrictions, such as concerns about
shorter library hours and limits on food in the library.
These restrictions have been eased since the survey
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and we were happy to finish out the school year
with a more welcoming library atmosphere. We are
exploring possible solutions to the concerns that were
mentioned most frequently, in our ongoing efforts to
improve our space and services.

95%

of undergraduates
found the library to be a
welcoming space, offering
needed resources for
their coursework

For the first time, the survey included questions about
awareness of the University Museum and Archives.
These units have always been part of the library, but
previous surveys only focused on library resources and
services. We learned that few undergraduates knew
about the Museum’s blog or displays showcasing the
University’s history. Students also suggested topics
for Museum exhibits, showing particular interest in
learning about student life through the years and
the history and experiences of minoritized groups
attending the University.
Thanks to the record numbers of UP students, faculty
and staff who took the time to respond to this year’s
survey, we have plenty more data to explore! We will
continue to analyze results throughout the summer,
looking for additional themes and focusing on certain
groups to learn more about their experience with
the library and how we can better support all the
members of our community.

Supporting
Students
The University’s annual PilotsGive day of giving has
become an important event for the library, allowing us
to expand the ways we support students.
Following last year’s event, the library was able to
add to our medieval manuscript collection, including
a beautiful, illuminated leaf from a Book of Hours, a
devotional book of prayers which was popular during
the late Middle Ages.
We also acquired a
facsimile of the Ellesmere Chaucer, an
illuminated manuscript
of the Canterbury Tales.
Faculty and students
have used the manuscript leaves to study
the chemical composition of the paints used
in the artwork and the
Ellesmere Chaucer to
learn about the craftsmanship of Middle
English script.
Ellesmere Chaucer, 15th Century

During PilotsGive 2022,
we focused on raising
funds to purchase more laptops for our technology
loan program. The Clark Library is the only place on
campus that loans laptops to students, whether those
are short-term loans that are lifesavers during a tech
emergency, or semester-long loans for those who
need a laptop to get through the term. Our incredibly
generous donors helped us raise $14,000 during this

"The UP library has assisted my students
by providing loaner laptops to take online
exams, complete required assignments and
access necessary course materials. Having
loaner laptops available to students is a
matter of equity, access, and necessary
support to ensure student success."

Visit library.up.edu/giving to learn more about how
to make a donation.
year’s event, which has enabled us to purchase new
laptops for this service. We are also investigating
offering mobile hotspots that would help students
who lack a stable Internet connection.
Special thanks to our 2022 anonymous challenge
donor who shares our belief that providing loanable
technology can help alleviate financial challenges for
all students. We are so thankful for the support from
our community and excited to expand our ability to
serve students.

— Instructor, School of Nursing
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The James T.
Covert Gallery
As our library reopened, the Dr. James T. Covert Gallery
once again welcomed exhibits from the UP community. This year featured two faculty art exhibits, a celebration of the completed digitization of The Beacon
student newspaper, and an exhibit honoring the life of
Marcus Covert, a long-time UP employee, mainstay of
Portland magazine, and son of the gallery namesake.
The final exhibit of the year featured student photography from the Organizing for Social Justice course,
taught by Lizz Schallert (Social Work). This was our
first student-focused gallery display and the accompanying reception gave the student artists an opportunity to speak about how their work represented
important intersecting themes of economic, social,
and environmental justice.

2021 - 2022 Gallery Exhibits
• August - October: El Otro Lado - The Other Side
(Photographs by Blair Woodard [History])

• October - December: UP Student Newspapers
• January - March: Running with scissors...while

laughing all the way to the Banksy (Kinetic sculptures by Mark Pitzer [Psychology])

• March - April: Remembering Marc Covert
• April - August: Student Perspectives on
Sustainability

Visit library.up.edu/gallery to learn more about the
Covert Gallery and this year's exhibits.
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Mark Pitzer, Running with scissors...while
laughing all the way to the Banksy, gallery talk
and kinetic sculpture demonstration, 2022
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Bridges to the Future
High school students' experiences with book-heavy,
traditional public and school libraries are often very
different from our social, technology-rich university library. In order to smooth this transition, we
are piloting a high school outreach program which
dovetails with the library’s efforts to connect with
UP first-generation (FGEN) college students. In this
way, we can reach students before they enter college
so they can use library resources effectively from the
moment they step onto campus.

"Going into the library alone can be scary
at first, and it took me a while to be
comfortable my freshman year and now I
do wish I looked into more of the resources
the library offers earlier in my time at UP."
— Alee Abad, UP ‘23, tour guide
Thanks to a generous grant from the Jackson Foundation, we recruited students from Roosevelt High
School and De La Salle North Catholic High School
to tour the Clark Library and provide feedback about
their experience. North Portland high schools are
majority non-white, serving significant populations
of students from low socioeconomic backgrounds
and students who will be the first in their family to
attend college. One of the high schools does not have
a library and both were affected by the public library
closures during the pandemic, so student experience
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with libraries as a support for research and study
has been limited.
Benefits from this program reach in multiple directions. We employed UP FGEN students as tour guides
and peer mentors for the high school students,

"We want to make sure that all students
who are touring feel comfortable and the
best way to do that is to have them witness
the different types of people that are in the
library every day. Whether you’re shy or an
athlete, everyone belongs not just in the
school but in the library."
— Victor Guevara, UP ‘22, tour guide
thereby providing them a leadership opportunity
as well as increasing their own familiarity with the
library. Yet another benefit was learning more from
participating high school students through mini-interviews with them after they toured the library. Their
thoughtfulness and willingness to share their impressions helped us better understand the experiences of
underrepresented and first-generation students in the
transition to college so we can adapt library outreach
and orientation processes to match the needs of
these students.

New Chapters

the story. As Jane says, "If you take the time to sit with
your hands open, something new will come to you."

This spring marked the end of an era at Clark Library.
Jane Scott, Head of Public Services since 2014, retired
in February. Jane’s story is that of a businesswoman,
scholar, and teacher. Librarianship was her third –
really, her fourth
– career, after a
tour de force in
fashion merchandising, managing
a nonprofit organization, and raising
three kids plus
serving as guardian
to a fourth. As
her children got
older, she found
herself drawn to
becoming a librarian.

It's our pleasure to introduce the new Head of Public
Services: Federico Martínez-García Jr. Federico (he,
him, él) came to us from the Kraemer Family Library
at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
where he was Faculty Director of Access Services. He
brings to his work a deep empathy and a passionate
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion. His
collaborative spirit,
warm presence,
and commitment
to UP’s mission and
values are front and
center, and we are
so glad to welcome
him to our team.

Over the course
of her career as
a librarian, Jane
has done it all – circulation, reference, teaching,
publishing scholarly work, and management. Her
continual curiosity, drive to learn, and focus on user
experience have helped shape the Clark Library in the
best of ways. Some of Jane’s favorite memories from
her time at UP include
helping to design the
“Librarianship as a
new Integrated Health
profession stands
and Wellness major
at the center of
and co-writing one of
community, and
the courses within the
one of the most
curriculum, as well as
serving as a key player
important things
in a grant-funded ethics
we do as humans is
project involving several
create community.”
UP librarians and two
student researchers.
Jane truly values working with student employees:
“Listening to them, learning from them, assisting
them with job skills.... Our students are amazing.”
What’s next for her? Finishing up a few scholarly
publications with colleagues, enjoying extra time to
spend with grandchildren, perhaps a new dog (if she
can convince her husband). But that’s not the end of

Federico comes from
an immigrant and
seasonal migrant
family that moved
to Arizona when
he was a teenager.
During high school,
Federico was told
he would never go
to college and was banned from the library because
he couldn't speak English. Nevertheless, he was
determined to pursue a life in academics and now
holds dual master's degrees in public administration
and in library and information sciences. He serves
on many regional and national library organizations,
including REFORMA,
an association which
“As a proud immigrant
promotes library and
and first-generation
information services
college student, I work
to Latinx and
to create a positive
Spanish-speaking
communities, and is
library experience for
Chair of the internaall those who want
tionally recognized
to break out of the
Kraemer Copyright
life paths assigned to
Conference. As Head
them by society.”
of Public Services
at the Clark Library,
Federico brings his professional and lived experience
to serving all members of our UP community.
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